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The Palace of the Post and Telegraph Administration Office in Jurišićeva Street, Zagreb

Architectural and Stylistic Features

The palace of the General Post and Telegraph Administration Office in Jurišićeva Street, designed by Ernő Foerk and Gyula Sándy in 1901, is an outstanding example of Hungarian architectural and technical achievements in the urban fabric of fin-de-siècle Lower Town Zagreb. This paper aims to determine the main identity factors of the building by elucidating its architectural and cultural history, as well as its previously unknown stylistic genealogy.
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Palača Ravnateljstva posta i brzojava u Jurišićevoj ulici, koju su 1901. projektilali Ernő Foerk i Gyula Sándy, istaknuto je primjer mađarskih arhitektonskih i tehnoloških dostignuća u tkivu zagrebačkoga Donjega grada na početku 20. stoljeća. Ovim su radom određeni glavni čimbenici identiteta zgrade, ponajprije putem njezina povijesno-prostornoga razvoja, kulturne povijesti, ali i dosad nepoznate geneze njena jedinstvenoga stilskog izraza.
INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant examples of Hungarian architectural and technical achievements in the urban fabric of fin-de-siècle Zagreb, the palace of the General Post and Telegraph Administration Office in Jurčićeva Street, has always been unjustifiably neglected. Its architectural value has never been properly considered and determined initially due to its symbolic suggestiveness of Hungarian domination over Croatian lands in the Dual Monarchy, and later due to numerous interventions that conclusively resulted in a slight diminishment of its original monumentality. In consequence, apart from several short newspaper and professional articles, no comprehensive study or paper on the building has been published so far. In this paper, the original design of the building and its later architectural alterations are discussed by analysing both Croatian and Hungarian archival and other sources. In its aim to elucidate the identity factors of the General Post Office building, and based on the exhaustive analyses of authors’ oeuvres and tendencies in architecture theory at the turn of the twentieth century, this research for the first time ever brings to light the architectural and cultural significance of the building, as well as its specific stylistic genealogy.

The importance of the General Post Office building lies primarily in its relevance to the urban fabric of the historical city centre. In the second half of the nineteenth century, Zagreb commenced an expeditious development of its Lower Town (Donji grad). During that time, the main post office was impractically located in the Upper Town Gradec, in a building owned by Counts Oršić, situated in the suitably named Postanska (Post) Street (Fig. 2). Countess Julija Oršić was the last postmaster of Zagreb before Count Josip Jelacic founded the national postal service (with a post office director in charge) in 1852. At that time, the post-dispatch building was located on Harmica, the main town market (Fig. 4), east of which flowed Medveščak, a meandering stream that served as the border of church estates on Kaptol and Nova Ves. A short street leading from Harmica to the pathway along Medveščak was called Puzeva Street. In manuscripts dating from that time, Puzeva Street was often described as putrid and unpleasant. In 1898, the stream Medveščak flooded a large number of streets in the Lower Town, only a year after it was regulated by Mayor Adolf Mosinsky. It became evident that the stream needed to be covered and connected to the town sewer system, which was carried out in the following year. Also in 1899, former Puzeva Street was levelfled and elongated to the east border of the Lower Town, the Draskoviciceva Street (Fig. 3). The new street that replaced the old Puzeva Street was named after Baron Nikola Jurić in 1878, and set a new axis towards east parts of Zagreb.

The new Jurićeva Street soon became the new business centre of Zagreb, particularly after the perpendicular Palmotičeva Street was opened in 1900, boasting boldly with several three-storey buildings. Less than a decade later, other three-storey buildings rapidly followed in Jurićeva Street as well, setting a strong height criterion for the future architecture for that part of Lower Town.

At the end of the nineteenth century, Lower Town Zagreb started to take the shape of a
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1 The research is a part of the scientific project “Heritage Urbanism – Urban and Spatial Planning Models for Revival and Enhancement of Cultural Heritage”. It is financed by the Croatian Science Foundation [HRZZ-2032] and carried out at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, under the project leadership of Prof. Mladen Obad Šarić, Ph.D, F.C.A.
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10 Concluded through comparison between two plans of Zagreb: the first by Dragutin Albrecht dating from 1864,
strict grid system of streets and blocks. Accordingly, Ružična Street, which served as a connection between Juriiševa Street and Vlaška Street, was slightly altered to fit the envisioned orthogonal system. Palmotićeva Street was later elongated to lead to Vlaška Street. Those four streets thus surrounded the rectangular lot (in the immediate vicinity of the building used at the time for dispatching the post chaise) that became the future location of the General Post Office building (Fig. 5).

THE WINNING DESIGN OF THE POSTAL PALACE COMPETITION

POBJEDNIČKI RAD NATJEČAJA ZA PALAČU GLAVNE POŠTE

The three decades leading to the First World War were crucial for the modernisation and growth of Zagreb. From 30,830 residents in 1880, the population doubled to 61,692 inhabitants at the very turn of the century. During that time, Count Károly Khuen-Héderváry, infamous for his fervent attempts at magyarisation, was the Ban of Croatia. But while he frequently disrupted and disrespected the self-governing autonomy of Croatia, he also provided Zagreb with numerous public services. By the year 1910, the increase of the number of residents to 74,000 was a result of the city modernisation process that started during his governance.

Magyarisation attempts were often visually manifested in architecture, primarily through buildings of mutual interest to both countries. Accordingly, Hungarian architects did not delve much in the residential architecture of Zagreb, and designed only administration or transport buildings and facilities that celebrated Hungarian cultural and technological advancement. In the stylistically diverse late historicist period, several notable Hungarian architects contributed to such architecture: Sándor Aigner designed the Forestry Society Palace in Vukotinovićeva Street and the State Forests Administration building in Katančiceva Street (both built in 1898), Lajos Zobel designed the Financial Directorate building (1901-1902) in Gajeva Street, and Ferenc Pfaff, the leading Hungarian State Railways architect of the period, designed the Central Train Station (1891-1892) located south of King Tomislav Square (then Emperor Franz Joseph Square), and the Hungarian Imperial State Railways Administration building in the nearby Mihanovićeva Street (1901-1903).
In 1900, the Austro-Hungarian Minister of Commerce saw the need to establish new general post offices in growing centres of provincial parts of Dual Monarchy as part of the new regulation system. The Ministry decided to invest two million krones in those projects. Considering the rapid expansion of Zagreb and its position as the new urban centre of the autonomous region of Croatia, the competition for the new postal palace in Jurisiceva Street was to be carried out along with those in Bratislava (then Pozsony), Pécs, and Sopron. Of these three, the General Post Office building in Zagreb was built first.

The competition announcement issued by the Minister of Commerce in Budapest for a new, two-storey postal palace appeared in every relevant newspaper in the days following 22 May, 1901. The competition was open exclusively to architects and engineers within the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The admissions were required to consist of all the usual preliminary design drawings in a scale 1:200, including technical description and a budget approximation (the highest budget allowed was 440,000 krones). The first prize was 1,500, the second 1,200, and the third 600 krones. It was decided to invest two million krones in those projects. The competition announced for the new postal palace in Jurisiceva Street was to be carried out along with those in Bratislava (then Pozsony), Pécs, and Sopron. Of these three, the General Post Office building in Zagreb was built first.

The competition announcement issued by the Minister of Commerce in Budapest for a new, two-storey postal palace appeared in every relevant newspaper in the days following 22 May, 1901. The competition was open exclusively to architects and engineers within the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The admissions were required to consist of all the usual preliminary design drawings in a scale 1:200, including technical description and a budget approximation (the highest budget allowed was 440,000 krones). The first prize was 1,500, the second 1,200, and the third 600 krones. It was also agreed by participating that any other design apart from awarded ones could be bought by the Ministry for 300 krones.

The competition concluded on 30 June. In August, a jury of ten secret members declared Gyula Sándy and Ernő Foerk’s as the winning design. Their plans were innovative and quite eccentric, but at the same time very reasoned and balanced; their entry was comprised of floor plans and sections characterised by strict functionality, accompanied by a curious and – at least for Zagreb – somewhat uncommon stylistic approach to elevation designs.

One of the elements that fulfilled the criterion of technological innovation and ensured the first place in the competition was a dominant detail in the building’s façade – a 50-metre tall tower designed to include the telegraph wire system in its spire (Fig. 6). With the exception of the telegraph tower, the 82-metre long main façade was otherwise symmetrical and divided in five parts similar in width. In the central axis of the building’s frontispiece, the two-storeys high portal consisted of a neo-Gothic arc and pediment adorning the wrought iron entrance gates, appropriately indicating the position of the central foyer and the main staircase. In a similar manner, just above the cornice of the central part of frontispiece, there were three larger pediments with stained-glass windows (the central window wider and more ornamented than the remaining two). The two avant-corps flanking the frontispiece also had wrought iron gates; they were designed as pairs, serving as clearly marked accesses to the letter transaction hall on the right and the parcel transaction hall on the right. The two entrance foyers (vestibules) were easily approachable directly from the street (Fig. 7).

The delivery entrance to the inner courtyard of the General Post Office was thoughtfully placed in the side Ruzična Street to avoid traffic congestion in Jurisiceva and Palmoticeva streets. The entrance was accentuated by wide gates that are part of a two-windows-wide avant-corps ending with a pediment similar to the one on the frontispiece. On the other side, from the Palmoticeva Street, the courtyard was separated only by fencing with a single wrought-iron pedestrian gate. As the initial building plans show, the fence was considered only temporary already in Foerk and Sándy’s original design, as an addition of a third wing was intended to close the courtyard.
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18 The first Minister of Commerce was Gábor de Bellus Baross (from 1889 to 1892), who unified enormous Austro-Hungarian railways system network and laid the foundations of the Empire’s post and telegraph service network [Spicijaric Paskvan, 2011: 14]. From 1899 to 1902, Baross’ work was continued by Sándor Hegedûs who built 197 new post offices, 112 new telegraph offices, and 177 telephone centres during his ministership. In that short period, 16 cities and towns got their first telephone service [Gaál, 2012: 19].
19 Bene, 1992: 33-34
20 *** 1901:a: 8
21 *** 1901:b: 3
22 MÉM, “Foerk Ernõ hagyatéka”, inv. no. 91.09.20.9
23 DAZG, fund ZGD 1122, inv. no. 155 / 475, 485, 487, 489, 491
24 No unified stylistic features of art nouveau existed, not even within a single country [Moravánszky, 1998: 107]
25 Moravánsky points out that the architects with historicist background, including Josip Vancas and the Hönigs-
The narrow side avant-corps on the edge of the building facing Palmoticeva Street was the entrance to the apartments on the first and the second storeys. The director’s office and the main hallway of the post and telegraph administration offices were accessible from the director’s apartment on the first storey. The second storey had a similar scheme, consisting of the head of the office’s apartment and accountant offices, as well as a lengthy room for telegraph machines and a telephone centre.23

The winning design for the future Postal Palace of Zagreb represented a modern and sustainable idea of spatial disposition due to the practical flexibility of rooms that could accommodate the rapidly developing aforementioned telecommunication systems in the future. Clearly, it was a well thought-out symbiosis of technology and architectural design.

FOLLOWING THE EMERGENCE OF HUNGARIAN NATIONAL STYLE

The aberration in style was exactly what ensured the first place in the competition – the new Postal Palace was very Hungarian and represented a clear stylistic break from the otherwise uninterrupted line of historicist and art nouveau edifices of Lower Town Zagreb. The majority of other contemporary secessionist buildings, as Ákos Moravánszky points out, were built in the “synthetic version” of art nouveau24, which became the supranational style of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.25 Accordingly, despite the abundance of historicist neo-styles or the unlimited variety of extremely eclectic art nouveau, those styles were perceived as "Viennese"26 and therefore not suitable for the new Post Office building, which aimed to represent Hungarian advancement and the efforts of the Hungarian Kingdom to modernise all of the provinces under the Crown of Saint Stephen equally. However, owing to the fact that the Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia maintained an internal autonomy and separate identity in the Transleithanian part of Dual Monarchy, Hungarian representational intentions were swiftly recognised and dismissed as symbols of their pretensions over Croatian lands. This kind of perception of the project cast a shadow over the building for the next hundred years.

A break away from Viennese and German styles and a quest for an authentic Hungarian artistic idiom began much before the emergence of art nouveau. It was the Hungarian Reform Era and the travel accounts written by liberal politicians and leaders that stimulated primarily a language reform, which in turn started gradually drawing attention to the reform of aesthetic design.27 The language of the Hungarian rural population was “rediscovered by urban intellectuals as a ‘maternal’ language” and, seen as both ornamental and wild, it became a “powerful instrument to support a modern national culture”.28 One of the most prominent politicians of the first reform generation was Count István Széchenyi, whose writings encouraged Hungarian architect Frigyes Feszl to deliberate upon the question of national style.29 His work later influenced young architect Ödön Lechner to devise his own recognisable style, in due time labelled ‘the Hungarian national style’.30 Lechner spent three years from 1876 to 1879 in France, aiming to construct a basis for a new style31, and in the 1890s he spent a considerable time touring England, during which
the layout was similar to Foerk and Sándy’s, but the building’s elevations strongly emanated Lechner’s stylistic idiom⁴⁰ (Fig. 8). The design of the façades was critiqued as possibly inappropriate even by the Hungarian press and was uncomplimentary labelled a lechneriad. Elaborate critiques were also directed at other designs of the competition, including those without a single trace of the Hungarian national style.⁴¹ Ostensibly, the jury did want a Hungarian building, but Lechner’s idiom was extremely provocative and with no semiotic depth in a non-Hungarian built environment, and thus deemed unsuitable for Zagreb. The jury clearly sought for a cunning solution which at first glance implied reconciliation with the surrounding architecture, granted it did not lose its dominant appearance in Jurišićeva Street.

**The Influence of Hungarian National Style on Foerk and Sándy**

**Utjecaj mađarskoga nacionalnog stila na Foerka i Sándyja**

Gyula Sándy and Ernő Foerk apparently met the exact criteria of the jury by using a more essential and not blatantly apparent architectural vocabulary (Fig. 1). For them, the building was not a glaring representation of Hungarian national style, but their own artistic interpretation of the idiom. The task of the

---

**Fig. 8 Béla Lajta’s interpretation of Ödön Lechner’s idiom, the General Postal Palace competition submission**

SL. 8. Béla Lajta, interpretacija jezika oblikovanja Ödöna Lechnera, natjecajni rad za palacu Glavne poste u Zagrebu

---

he became thoroughly introduced to the Arts and Crafts movement.³² At the South Kensington Museum, he studied Oriental ceramics with Vilmos Zsolnay³³, who later became the most prominent Hungarian pottery and ceramics manufacturer.³⁴

In order to devise an authentic Hungarian artistic idiom, it was evident that one had to experiment with the most isolated and intact vernacular sources. An obvious solution appeared in 1881, when József Huszka began to collect and publish home-crafted designs of the Székely (Szekler) population that lived in the Transylvanian mountains and therefore remained "more secluded and better protected against outside influences" than the remainder of the Hungarian people.³⁵ A great ethnographical collection of dwelling houses with their interiors from a number of different geographical regions was presented at the Millenial Exhibition in Budapest in 1896³⁶, which was also the most exhaustive display of folk architecture and applied art of the territories connected to the Kingdom of Hungary. From the 1880s onwards, Ödön Lechner also turned to folk motifs, and the Millenial Exhibition served as the ultimate confirmation for his stylistic deliberations. Today, despite Feszl’s earliest ambitions in creating a typically Hungarian architectural style³⁷, it is Lechner who is considered a pioneer of the Hungarian national style, "the first Hungarian architect who attempted to create a national style based on a renewed ornamental language."³⁸

One of the submitted designs for the General Post Office in Zagreb came directly from Lechner’s atelier; it was a plan by young Béla Lajta (then still Béla Leitersdorfer), who later became a prominent architect and one of the leading figures of early modernist architecture in Hungary.³⁹ It was its spatial disposition, the layout was similar to Foerk and Sándy’s, but the building’s elevations strongly emanated Lechner’s stylistic idiom⁴⁰ (Fig. 8). The design of the façades was critiqued as possibly inappropriate even by the Hungarian press and was uncomplimentary labelled a lechneriad. Elaborate critiques were also directed at other designs of the competition, including those without a single trace of the Hungarian national style.⁴¹ Ostensibly, the jury did want a Hungarian building, but Lechner’s idiom was extremely provocative and with no semiotic depth in a non-Hungarian built environment, and thus deemed unsuitable for Zagreb. The jury clearly sought for a cunning solution which at first glance implied reconciliation with the surrounding architecture, granted it did not lose its dominant appearance in Jurišićeva Street.

---

³² Péteri, 2005: 186
³³ Kessler, 1990: 151
³⁴ Vilmos Zsolnay gained world recognition after his factory in Pécs introduced pyrogranite, a new durable material of ornamental ceramics, and the revolutionary technological process of eosin glazing. After the glazing process, ceramic appears iridescent metallic and reflects different colours depending on the viewing angle. It quickly became one of the favourite cladding materials of Hungarian architects of the period. [See: Sinkó, 2002: 52-53]
³⁵ Moravánszky, 1998: 219
³⁶ Gerle, Kovács, Makovecz, 1990: 11
³⁷ “Feszl sought to prove in practice that a specifically Hungarian idiom could fit into the framework of the romantic style.” [Kovács, Gerle, Makovecz, 1990: 8]
³⁸ Moravánszky, 1998: 223
³⁹ Lechner’s office employed three of the leading figures of early Hungarian modernism: Béla Málnai, Béla Lajta, and József Vágó. [Moravánszky, 1998: 239]
⁴⁰ Gerle, Csáki, 2013: 80
⁴¹ The other non-winning submissions covered in the press were by György Kepeczek, Zoltán Bálint and Lajos Jámbar, Alfréd Wellisch, and Sándor Aigner. […] 1901.b: 3
⁴² In his architectural guide of Zagreb, Aleksander Laslo describes the building as “the only example of Hungarian folkloristic import” [Laslo, 2011: B/ Ky, 7]. In 1983, Olga Marusevski mentions that the Post Office seems like the “foreign body” among the Germanic Central European architecture and, as a prominent example of technological advancement of the period, it “enriched the modernist architecture of Zagreb” [Marusevski, 1983: 30].
⁴³ Sometimes referred to as Ernesti Förk or Ernő Förk.
⁴⁴ His father was Károly Gusztáv Förk, a reputable publisher at the time. [Hadin, 1998: 13]
building was, simply put, to evoke a strong feeling of ‘hungrianiess’. Moreover, it seems that, even after all the subsequent interventions in its physical appearance, it still evokes much the same impression, as can be read from several contemporary observations of Croatian art historians. 45 However, apart from those occasional and short mentions, there were no attempts of more detailed analysis in order to detect the original identity factors of the building.

Before delving into analysis of Foerk and Sándy’s stylistic tendencies, it is crucial to determine the earliest influences on the two architects – those coming from their personal backgrounds and professional paths. Ernő Foerk 46 (1868-1934) was born in Temesvár (present-day Timișoara in western Romania) to a Lutheran family of German origins 46, which may have had a considerable impact on Foerk’s numerous church designs during his architectural career. More so, one ought not to discount the particular vernacular surrounding of his hometown, which is the centre of the historic region of Banat, located in close proximity to the region of Transylvania. After graduating from the State Hungarian Royal School of Applied Arts (Országos Magyar Királyi Iparművészeti Iskola) in Budapest, Foerk continued his studies in Vienna and soon after studied from the great historicist architect Friedrich von Schmidt. 45

Gyula Sándy (1868-1953) was born in Eperjes (present-day Prešov in eastern Slovakia) in an artistic Lutheran family. 46 After graduating from the Royal Joseph University (Királyi József Műegyetem) in Budapest 50 in 1891, he worked with Imre Steindl on the design for the Hungarian Parliament Building, together with Foerk who returned to Hungary in 1892. 48 Sándy tirelessly travelled to numerous European countries, and from the journals he kept 49, we can discern an inexhaustible inspiration that he gained from those travels for his later works. Sándy’s determining influence was a historicist architect Samu Pecz, who worked as lecturer at the Royal Joseph University and in whose atelier Sándy worked early in his career. 50 Both Foerk and Sándy participated in the 1896 Millennial Exhibition in Budapest. Ultimately, Foerk became a teacher at the Hungarian Royal Public Higher Architectural Industrial School (Magyar Királyi Állami Felső Építő Ipariskola), while Sándy taught at the aforementioned Royal Joseph University, both in Budapest. During their professional careers, they published numerous research studies; Foerk on the history of Hungarian architecture and built heritage, and Sándy 51 mostly on architectural structures and construction details.

Both born in the year the Croatian-Hungarian Settlement was signed, which was preceded by the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867, Sándy and Foerk grew up and studied in a monarchy where issues of national identity and territoriality rapidly became the main burning issues of intellectuals and politicians. Coexistence of numerous nations under a single monarch led to a special awareness of ethnicity and religion. However, the main "cultural and political artefact" was language 52, and being a catalyst of problems in the Empire, it became a matter that had to be carefully dealt with on several levels, even within prominent artistic circles.

Acutely aware of the importance of (architectural) language, fin-de-siècle builders of the Dual Monarchy were greatly influenced by Gottfried Semper’s comparative analyses of architecture, published in the 1850s, in which he claims that “architecture is not an original endeavour but borrowed an already developed language from the technical arts”. 53 “Semper viewed elements of architecture as forms that undergo transformations.” 54 One of those forms is a wall 55, an element of enclosure, which was in primitive milieus initially made of mats and carpets, and later with embroidered carpets. Solid structures ensued from the need for load support or permanence were only secondary functional elements, whereas woven textiles, as Semper convincingly claims, remained the “original
Following Semper’s conclusions in the analysis of Sándy and Foerk’s design for the Postal Palace in Zagreb, the origin of its elevations can be found in the motifs of Hungarian folk woven textiles. The geometric pattern of the common red and white homespun is clearly recognisable in the disposition of visible red bricks on the white plastered façades (Fig. 9). Moreover, it is known that, in historic Hungary, woven carpets were produced exclusively by a minority of Magyars – the already mentioned Székelys/Szeklers of Transylvania.58 Just above the cornice of the postal palace, we can see intriguing merlon-like elements at the upper ends of pilaster strips dividing the façade (Fig. 10). Those ornamented endings presumably have their origins in carved wooden grave markers called kopjafa, commonly used as handcrafted funerary monuments among majority of all Hungarian tribes, and especially among Protestant Székelys (Fig. 13). To those familiar with the symbolism of kopjafa shapes, the ornaments forming the shaft of the grave marker usually tell the life story of the deceased, its top revealing their gender.59 The top element of pilaster strips on the Post Office building uses this kind of a geometrically simplified male symbol in the form of a square pyramid.

Throughout the nineteenth century, the origin of Székelys was debated at great length and, due to their preserved and characteristic crafted tangible heritage, they were often associated with the historic cultures of the Middle East.60 Sándy and Foerk’s romantic reflection on that discourse is visible in the ornaments found between the windows of the ground level; they resemble the Oriental pyramidal merlons, very much like those on the crenellations of the Ishtar Gate and the walls of Babylon (Fig. 14). However, we can find almost identical ornaments on the façades of the Mediaeval Castle in Turin (Fig. 11), built for the General Italian Exposition in 188461, which doubtlessly inspired numerous other Foerk’s as well as Sándy’s designs.62 In addition, the late mediaeval and Renaissance architecture of northern Italy served as a great inspiration to architects of modern bank and post office buildings of the period63, a great number of them built in the style or shape of Italian Renaissance palaces.64

Ornamental solutions used for the design of the façade and the cornice of the Postal Palace in Zagreb can also be found in the earlier works of Ernő Foerk, before his collaborations with Gyula Sándy, for example in the design for the Lutheran grammar school in Brašov (1901).65 He remained faithful to his language means of separating space.”66 Ultimately, Semper’s far-reaching deduction was that the ornamentation of the outer wall of the buildings could be traced to its origin in textile motifs.57

56 Semper, 1989: 103
58 Balassa, Ortutay, 1980: 384-387
59 Szinte, 1901: 117
60 In his work Pesti por és sár (Dust and Mud of Pest, 1866), Count István Széchenyi mentioned Scythians to be such culture, which resulted in influencing a great number of architects debating on Hungarian national style. [Gerle, Kovács, Makovecz, 1990: 8]
61 The Mediaeval Castle (Borgo medioevale) was based on an idea by architect Alfredo d’Andrade (with the help of a group of artists, historians and literates) and built from 1882 to 1884, for the General Italian Exhibition (Esposizione Generale Italiana) in Turin. Theburg consists of numerous architectural reproductions of representative historic buildings in Piedmont and Valle d’Aosta. [For further information, see: Boito, 1884: 250-270; Bartolozzi, Dapprà, 1981: 189-213]
62 In 1904, simultaneously with the construction of the General Postal Palace in Zagreb, Foerk and Sándy designed a small country house for Princess Sayn-Wittgenstein (the widow of Alajos Tükyov) and her three children in Dósa near Daruvar, Croatia. The Tükör Mansion, located in cen-
of woven-like ornamental forms, most notably in a project for the seminary institute in Timișoara (1912)\(^6\), as in collaborations with their mutual colleague Gyula Petrovácz, for instance in a design for the women’s priory in Martonos (Fig. 12), a village in Vojvodina (1908).\(^7\) Gyula Sándy embraced Foerk’s language of forms during their collaborations, and can be seen in his later projects for various churches and, even more notably, in his secular buildings, such as Grünewald House in Oradea (1906), Co-op House in Mester Street (1907), and Heinrich Warehouse in Mária Street (1910) in Budapest.\(^8\)

In a similar manner, Sándy designed and built his most renowned secular architectural work – the Postal Palace on the Krisztina Boulevard in Budapest (Fig. 15).\(^9\) Although its ornaments are more elaborated, the building not solely bears a remarkable resemblance to the Post Office Building in Zagreb in its typology, brickwork solutions of the façade, and the upper endings of its pilaster strips, but it also includes the same geometry of ornamentation elements on the wall surrounding the round arch of the window. The only difference is that in Zagreb those elements were more sculptural and made of limestone (Fig. 16)\(^7\), while in Buda they are made in bas relief and are in colour. The use of colour as additional ornamentation on the Buda Postal Palace elevations marks a significant difference from the design for the Postal Palace in Zagreb.\(^7\) The origins of such coloured floral pattern can be found, not in the homespun of Transylvania, but in Hungarian traditional embroideries handcrafted all over the Great Plain. In the General Post Office building in Zagreb, we can find those patterns in the interior design of letter and parcel transaction halls, but in more abstract and geometricised forms, as a variation in the manner of the more common art nouveau. The main entrance portal follows the same transformation pattern: in Zagreb, the iron doors are wrought in the usual art nouveau manner (Fig. 18), and in Buda – although consisting of similar elements – the doors are wooden in a wrought-iron frame, ornamented with carved motifs from Hungarian embroideries (Fig. 19).

The roof of the Postal Palace in Zagreb with its turrets was beyond question the most appealing element of the building. When built, the height of the turrets doubled the height of the building itself, and their roofs with finials became quite the presence in the silhouette of Zagreb. Because of the turrets’ intimidating appearance, Gjuro Szabo later adversely described it as an obnoxious building in “Attila’s style with horn-like turrets”\(^7\), perceiving the building as a diabolical and barbaric urban gesture. Once again, the origin of this kind of high roof can be traced to folk houses built by the Magyars of Transylvania, also features arts-and-crafts ornaments and elements comparable to those of late mediaeval architecture of northern Italy (or of the aforementioned Mediaeval Castle in Turin). (SÁNDY, 2005: 88-89)

63 Modern banking originated in mediaeval and early Renaissance northern Italy. The first modern banks were established by grain merchants in Lombardy.
64 JÄGER-KLEIN, 2010: 183
65 HADIK, 1998: 71
66 MÉM, “Foerk Ernő hagyatéka”, inv. no. 91.09.23.2
67 VALKAY, 2010: 128
68 SÁNDY, 2005: 249-251
69 For more detailed account on the postal palace in Buda, consult: FEHÉRVÁRI, PRAKFALVI, 2015.
70 HDA, fund no. 905, inv. no. XII-7
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![Fig. 13 An ornament between the windows on the ground level resembling the merlons of the Ishtar Gates in Babylon](image1)

![Fig. 14 Ishtar Gate of Babylon, exhibited in the Pergamon Museum in Berlin](image2)

![Fig. 16 The architectural plastic of the façade, cornice and roof of the General Post Office in Zagreb, photographed by V. Horvat in 1926](image3)
Aside from its height, the roof of the Postal Palace consisted of additional comparable details, including small dormer windows with a sloping roof, containing two small openings.

In 1903 Sándy and Foerk designed a very similar roof for a Post Office building in Pozsony (Bratislava), but at that competition their design lost to historicist designs. At the Turin International Exhibition in 1911, the Kingdom of Hungary was represented with the pavilion by Móric Pogány and Emil Tőry, whose high roof resembled Attila’s canopied dwellings, and the edifice itself was often referred to as Attila’s Tent. The roof became a powerful element of Hungarian architectural discourse, actualised in the work of many prominent Hungarian fin-de-siècle architects such as Béla Lajta, Károly Kós, and others, followed even by the post-modernist architecture of Imre Makovecz in the second half of the twentieth century.

The present-day remodelled roof of the General Postal Palace in Zagreb no longer bears resemblances to the abovementioned ideas. Sándy and Foerk’s skilful integration of folk motifs in the building elevations prevails as its most distinctive feature and identity factor. Therefore, it remains unceasingly recognised as a part of the Hungarian architectural idiom.

**UNFOLDING THE CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS**

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the architects’ anxiety triggered by the rapid advance of industry in the last fifty years reached its peak, and a new demand for architecture—the one that challenges potentials in technical engineering—emerged. Necessity for such solutions was even more highlighted in architecture that followed the traditional or vernacular styles. Conclusively, architecture that relates arts and crafts with industry, engineering and new technical solutions became not just welcome, but indispensable.

The construction of the General Post Office started as early as spring 1902, but the reali-
sation of the building proceeded slowly. The main reason lay in the Post Office Administration’s requirement that a part of the contractors be local, resulting in many misunderstandings between Hungarian architects and Croatian craftsmen.76 Also, in between the end of the competition and the beginning of construction, Sándy became familiar with the newly discovered possibilities of load-bearing structures, primarily considered for the wide span of the letter and parcel transaction halls. Apparently, the two transaction service halls had to be bigger due to the predicted amount of mail and parcels. Lacking the freedom with the budget provided by the Ministry, those changes were built in the project only after multiple revisions in which Sándy and Foerk unfortunately had to give up the originally designed third wing of the building.77 After they won the first prize, they also consulted their colleague Károly Stegmüller, an iron structures specialist, who referred to the telegraph tower as unnecessary, since the technology of that time already distributed those cables under the ground.78 Therefore, they gave up the tower as well, and planned most of the wires underground via Hultmann’s blocks79, except for a few that fit into the considerably smaller, but still tall alternative roof tower.

In the final design, the main façade of the Postal Palace was completely symmetrical, the frontispiece roof and the railing on its ridge still much higher than the rest of the surrounding buildings. All parts of the front roof were flanked with identical roof towers on both sides—more than two storeys tall—marking the frontispiece, and somewhat lower ones on the side avant-corps (Fig. 17). Fortunately, the palace from design to realisation did not lose much of its striking appearance and its high roof towers were still the predominant elements not just of Jurišiæeva Street (Fig. 23), but of the entire Lower Town skyline.

Sándy and Foerk devised detailed construction plans, including typical details such as stairs or the roof. The first detailed construction drawings were for a skylight roof for both letter and parcel transaction halls. Those roofs were designed as modern steel trusses panelled with glass. A similar concept of such a court-like hall can be found in Otto Wagner’s Post Office Savings Bank in Vienna, built in the coinciding period from 1903 to 1908.80 As Sándy’s field of expertise were architectural structures, he was the sole author of the detailed plans for the tower structure.81 On the other hand, they co-signed the detailed disposition of elements on the façade.82 Even though Sándy and Foerk supervised the building process, it was essential to comprehensively draw all detailed plans, because the construction work was actually carried out by Greiner and Waronig, a construction company from Zagreb.83 At the stage of construction supervision, Foerk’s significant trait was his sociability84.
and his passion for work. Although we cannot conclusively say that all the communication with the contractors was entrusted to Foerk, we can read from Sándy’s memoirs that he efficiently dealt with the communication issues during the construction. A great deal of the difficulties were letters from Croatia to Foerk’s cabinet, often not addressed in Hungarian and thus failing to arrive, which embittered the locals. There was also an episode during the stonework, when a stonemason surnamed Pašić arrived to Budapest complaining the ornaments were too complex to cut. Foerk insisted that the ornaments be cut exactly as designed, aptly solving the situation.85

It was Foerk who designed the Hungarian coat of arms placed on the central pediment above the main entrance. It was produced in majolica style at the aforementioned renowned Zsolnay factory in Pécs.86

The interior of the new building was equipped with modern telecommunication technology. The telephone exchange system was relocated from Baron Nikolić’s house in Teslić Street to the new Postal Palace, where modernised C.B. type manual switchboards (Fig. 24) for 1200 users were installed. That system was used until 1928.87

On 31 August, 1904, the construction was finalised and the certificate of occupancy was issued by the building inspection office within days.88 On Monday, 12 September, the building was opened to the public.89 The new postal, telegraph and telephone service affected public transport as well. Owing to residents popping on and off trams in front of the General Postal Palace on the opening day, the press proposed the addition of another tram stop, which was promptly arranged two days later.90 After Jurijevska Street was paved in the following months, and Palmotićeva and Ruzična Street in 1905, the Post Office finally seemed to be settled and its surrounding regulated.

A CENTURY OF ALTERATIONS

STOLJEĆE PREGRADNJI

Even in their initial design for the Postal Palace in 1902, Gyula Sándy and Ernő Foerk were extremely aware of the ever-expanding field of technology, and especially of development of telecommunication systems. In September 1912, they proposed a plan for the addition of the third wing facing Palmotićeva Street.91 Its main feature was a great hall for the Morse machines on the first storey, but it was never built.

The actual preparations for the new Telephone Exchange Building (the third wing) began and several projects were proposed in the period from 1920 to 1924.92 From 1925 to 1926, the final proposition for the annex93 was designed by the prominent Zagreb-based construction firm Josip Dubský & Co.94, and the three storey high building soon filled the void of the aforementioned pedestrian entrance to the courtyard, thus perfecting the continuity of buildings in Palmotićeva Street (Fig. 21).

---
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After the end of the First World War and the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the Hungarian coat of arms on the Post Office’s central pediment was removed on the 1 November, 1918 by the National Council of the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs. It was replaced by an inscription that read The Royal State Post Office – Croatia, and which stood there until 1922.95

At that time, the post office management started to contemplate the idea of the addition of the third storey to the main building, which resulted in a preliminary design by Pavao Jusić in April 1920.96 His design proposed the removal of the recognisable roof structure by Sándy and Foerk, replacing it with a simpler roof solution with mansard-roofed turrets (Fig. 25). The façade of the proposed third storey lacked the lavish ornamentation of the storeys below.97 A new plan for the third storey (Fig. 26), designed by Stanko Kliska98, emerged almost a decade later in March 1929.99 The main criteria for the design of the simple pyramid roof in three parts (higher above the frontispiece) and which had no turrets, were to keep three of the original central pediments corresponding to the surrounding building heights and for the third storey façade and its cornice to follow the original ornamentation of the earlier storeys. Even the material, a special kind of red brick, was for that reason imported from Hungary.100 This unifying solution with a great formal change of the General Post Office was built promptly in the following year.

Although it greatly changed the urban appearance of the building, the roof removal was a bland alternation compared to radical interventions of architect Marijan Haberle that affected the user’s perception of the original spatial design. His design from 1955 proposed the closure of lateral entrances to the letter and parcel transaction halls (Fig. 22).101 The only entrance left was the central opening, which was widened at the time to adapt to its newly projected user capacity (Fig. 29) and was simplified in a modernist manner by removing its original adornment. His design also transformed the interior: the removal of the hand-made majolica ornamentation, the covering of the columns, and the negation of the skylight function left the two transaction halls completely bare. Only the letter transaction hall kept its original function, becoming the main transaction hall, while the former parcel transaction hall became an exhibition area for the Museum of Post and Telecommunications.102 Carried out in 1958103, Marijan Haberle’s changes of the spatial disposition have been retained until today.

An ambition for the re-evaluation of the building’s historical idiom emerged in 1997, when architect Nenad Kondža was entrusted with the task of “optimising the technical and aesthetic aspect of the existing content”.104 A project for the main transaction hall and the surrounding working areas along with the archive was designed in collaboration with Bogomir Hrmčić and Irena Vitasović in 2001. The main criterion was to restore the original
Sl. 30. Zgrada Glavne pošte u Jurišićevoj ulici danas

Fig. 30 The General Post Office building in Jurišićeva Street today

the atmosphere of the interior and its reconciliation with contemporary needs. The original light concept was appraised by the reconstruction of the original steel frame, only this time it was with the use of white glass (and not the original historicist stained coloured glass), carried out by Ante Zaja. All of the original stone plastic elements – the chequered marble floor tiling, the columns of the bossed Bizek stone, the arches, and the vaults – were reconstructed from old photographs (Fig. 27), which was supervised by Mijo Jerkovic of the Croatian Conservation Institute. With specially designed counters and glass panels produced by Marko Murtic of the AAG Studio, the space got its final contemporary touch. The final phase of Kondža’s reconstruction saw the approximate restoration of the majolica motifs, carried out by Antun and Pavao Vuksan’s atelier.105

While retrieving the building’s origins, Nenad Kondža elegantly met the requirements of contemporary interior design (Fig. 28), which brought him the prestigious Bernardo Bernardi Award.106

Even though Kondža’s harmonious intervention in the Post Office interior provided fertile ground for a comprehensive re-evaluation of the Post Office’s architectural design and appearance, in 2013 the Croatian Post closed the exhibition hall of the Museum of Post and Telecommunications, and rented it to a supermarket chain, thus changing its functional and spatial role once again.

The close surroundings of the General Post Office experienced major transformations as well. Even though originally conceived as the main business street of the Lower Town Zagreb, Jurišićeva Street is today a calm street with only public and pedestrian traffic, and the Postal Palace building is visible behind a row of high vegetation forming a promenade (Fig. 30), itself a result of urban design proposed by Mihajlo Kranjc in 1994.107 In 2014, a reconstruction of present-day Kureljeva Street (former Ruzična Street) flanked the Postal Palace with a clear space which provides a complete view of the building’s south elevation.

CONCLUSION

ZAKLJUČAK

The Palace of the General Post and Telegraph Administration Office is a rare example of a technical building integrated in the centre of the urban fabric of Lower Town Zagreb, while all the other technical and industrial buildings of the period were specifically located at the borders and fringes of the city. The main criterion for building Hungarian buildings in Zagreb of that period was that the buildings be either directorates or administration buildings, facilities dependent of Hungarian ministries. Anticipating the new epoch of technology and advancement, the building surfaced as a unique block in the nineteenth-century downtown grid – both functionally and stylistically. This deliberate emphasis of the Postal Palace was one of the last attempts to represent the advancement and the primacy of Hungarian Kingdom, which was already in its decline.

In the transition from late historicist to modern architecture characterised by the secession of this new style from historic styles, Ernő Foerk and Gyula Sándy designed a building that indicated a need for a different historical basis. The Post follows the criterion of contemporary trends in technology, but also considers the tumultuous discourse of the national style and the origin of Hungari-

105 Data obtained from the City Institute for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage.
106 For a more detailed account on the project and the award, see: Kisić, 2001; Krizic Roban, 2002; Mrdujaš, 2011.
107 Knežević, 2013: 12-13
108 In his work, Rudolf Klein discusses the typology of Hungarian styles in various periods, and marks this one as a “Kös Line”. In their work, János Gerle, Attila Kovács and Imre Makovecz put Sándy and Foerk between “Provincial Renaissance” and “Hungarian Folk Applied Art”. For a more detailed account, see: Klein, 1997; Gerle, Kovács, Makovecz, 1990 (a chart on the inside of the dust jacket).
109 There are several names without which this extensive research would not be possible. The author’s highest gratitude goes to David Edel who assiduously discussed and tirelessly proofread each version of this research. The author also wishes to thank Prof. Pál Ritoók, Prof. Rudolf Klein, Prof. Dragan Damjanovic, Prof. Mladen Obad Šitaroci, Tamás Csáki, and Iva Prosoli for their generous help and guidance during this research.
ans. We may argue that it deliberately made a double operation – a secession from Seces- sion – in order to return to the roots of the idea in need of transmission. By analysing the building’s formal elements, we can notice that it relies on the original sources found among the Magyar tribes, in the authentic Hungarian villages, thus making a clear distinction from the Viennese styles of the period. Influenced by the British Arts and Crafts movement and the provincial Renaissance of northern Italy, it found its theoretical basis in the hand-crafted arts of the Székely people of Transylvania. After this collaboration, an application of this kind of motifs became the stylistic criterion of both Foerk and Sándy’s future designs. Moreover, in its potential to coexist with the most advanced technology of the period and assimilate it, the new stylistic idiom acquired certain integrity.

After the dissolution of the Empire, the apparent displacement (and deterritorialisation) of Transylvanian and Banat folk motifs became questionable, which became evident in the removal of the original roof structure. Although numerous alterations that followed in the twentieth century brought changes to its outer appearance as well as to the manner of use, it survives as the only example of Hungarian national style (sometimes called the Hungarian Secession or Hungarian Art Nouveau) in the architecture of Zagreb.

However, despite the complexity of factors that lead to its construction and later alterations, as well as the building’s multiple significant historical, cultural and technological factors, the present-day General Post Office building is not protected as an individual building, but only as part of the historic urban ensemble of the Lower Town Zagreb. To secure the better protection as well as the proper active use of the building, future architectural and conservation methods ought to consider the building’s main identity factors: its specific stylistic idiom, semiotics of its elements, and its functional features. Conclusively, this research hopes to elucidate the need to legally protect the General Postal Palace as the important monument of technical heritage and substantial architectural proof of cultural and building history of fin-de-siècle Zagreb.

[Proofread by: David Edel, BA]
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Palača Ravnateljstva pošte i brzojava u Jurišićevoj ulici u Zagrebu
Odluke arhitekture i stilskoga rješenja

Iako palača Ravnateljstva pošte i brzojava u Jurišićevoj ulici predstavlja jedan od najznačajnijih primjera mađarskog arhitektonskog i tehničkog dostignuća u Zagrebu na početku 20. stoljeća, njegove strukture i krajnje zgrade, koje bi imale telefonsku centralu. Tijekom izgradnje, zbog tehničkog napretka, odustalo se od telefonskog tornja, a to povijestu 1904. godine palača Glavne poslušna bila je dvokatna simetričnog projekta, s krovom koji je njezinu visinu udvostručavao.


Odluke arhitekture i stilskoga rješenja

Odlične arhitekture i stilskoga rješenja

Kao što bi se utvrdili cimbenici identiteta koji davaju mađarskoj arhitekturi u Hrvatskoj. S druge strane, funkcionalnost 130 metara visokog telefonskog tornja, primijenjen i u drugim ostalim elementima koji su ugrađeni u zgradu, su u utjecaju na cjelokupni autorski opus mađarskog nacionalnog stila.

Kao što bi se utvrdili cimbenici identiteta koji davaju mađarskoj arhitekturi u Hrvatskoj. S druge strane, funkcionalnost 130 metara visokog telefonskog tornja, primijenjen i u drugim ostalim elementima koji su ugrađeni u zgradu, su u utjecaju na cjelokupni autorski opus mađarskog nacionalnog stila.
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